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Our leading experts cover all aspects of mainstream technology. With expertise in 
design, frontend, and web and mobile app development, we are a team baked to 
succeed. Our team has accrued years of experience in product development, key 
to launching cutting-edge products for our clients. As a full cycle software 
powerhouse, we work closely with our clients from conception to launch in order to 
provide a successful product tailored to our clients’ aspirations and business goals. 
Once we have fully developed a product our clients are enthusiastic about, we are 
acquainted with common risks (such as how to mitigate the potential for app 
rejection) to ensure a successful launch.

7+experience

budgeting marketing operations and etc.

business analysis networking scrum kanban project management

Artem spearheads regular company operations and fine-tunes our teams’ 

processes. His experience as CEO of several startup projects in IT and other 

economic sectors equips him with the knowledge to help client businesses run 

smoothly. In addition, Artem promotes strong team camaraderie with his 

expertise in project management, not limited to Kanban and SCRUM 

methodologies. He is masterful in analytics as well as communication skills. 

Artem is essential towards production, as he analyzes business models, dissects 

them, and discovers technological solutions to create unrivaled Products.
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ARTEM LAGUNOVSKIY
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33 years old, Reside in Minsk, Belarus

in each of us
Our strength

Our leading experts cover all aspects of mainstream technology. With 
expertise in design, frontend, and web and mobile app development, we 
are a team baked to succeed. Our team has accrued years of 
experience in product development, key to launching cutting-edge 
products for our clients. As a full cycle software powerhouse, we work 
closely with our clients from conception to launch in order to provide a 
successful product tailored to our clients’ aspirations and business goals. 
Once we have fully developed a product our clients are enthusiastic 
about, we are acquainted with common risks (such as how to mitigate 
the potential for app rejection) to ensure a successful launch.

thanks for watching, have a nice day

15+experience

Konstanty’s expertise in software systems architecture and documentation 

coupled with his excellent ability to manage product teams justifies his 

position as head of web development. He’s responsible for the development 

of powerful applications and databases that can process petabytes of 

data. In addition, he conducts code review, test case review, writes 

end-to-end scenarios, and oversees performance testing development with 

execution. His literacy with software architecture enables him to provide 

technical documentation of development for existing functionality, and can 

even use C4 models for visualizing software architecture. Konstanty is also in 

charge of the technologies and frameworks used.

JAVA Kotlin Spring SpringBoot Docker CI/CDJenkins Teamcity

Oracle DB MSSQL MySQL Apache CXF

Hibernate

Servisemix camel

microservices

MyBatis

JMS

Ant

Maven

JBossTomcat IVY SOAP REST JSONJAXB

JMeter AJAX HTMLPHP Pascal C++ Delphi SQL

ActionScript

C

Hadoop

MongoDB ElasticSearchApache Lucene
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and etc.
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10+Experience

Gena utilizes his strong leadership and his experience in mobile application 

development to spearhead remarkable mobile applications. He is highly 

skilled in Android and Flutter but specializes in iOS. Gena has delivered 

products above and beyond client requirements by utilizing modern 

software development methodologies which include: CI, Unit tests, 

Integration tests, and more. His creativity drives uniquely elegant solutions 

and business logic optimization. He currently manages the entirety of the 

mobile application development team, which range from Flutter, iOS, and 

Android developers.

CONTACT GEnA

iOS Flutter Clean architectureAndroid Dependency injection
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and more than 30 frameworks and libraries plus...
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7+experience

Lead UX/UI designer with years of experience and passion to create great 

interfaces. Always aware of modern trends in mobile app and web design. 

Know native usage patterns for Android and iOS, as well as 

custom-designed usage patterns based on intuitive usage approach. 

Favorite design tool is Figma - most modern approach for mobile devices UI 

design. Have experience with Photoshop and other must-have design tools 

like Adobe Illustrator.


His portfolio is self-explanatory: 
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Head of UX/UI Design
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user experience design user interface design mobile design web design

interaction design

animation data visualization typography visual design design research

usability testing

user flows user research prototyping whiteboards and wireframes art direction

service design customer journey mapping os styleguides task analysis and analytics

mental models

storyboards and etc.
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15+experience

Alexei has had decades of experience with business development and has 

an arsenal of skills ranging from technical expertise to commanding 

leadership. He began as an expert in system architecture in networks and 

corporate systems and transitioned to full cycle software development, 

overseeing product development from concept to prototype to production. 

Alexei has the talent to integrate highly efficient teams of motivated 

professionals aimed to deliver.
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web mobile networks C C++ ObjC Swift JS Java Kotlin Dart

PHP MySQL sqlite CoreData iOS Android Flutter system architecture

business development team growing microservices serverless AWS Lambda

DynamoDB APIGateway Cognito SES SNS CloudFront

S3

and etc.

site www.aloteq.com

local offices Poland, Krakow

Belarus, Minsk

Kazakhstan, Nur-Sultan

contacts contact@aloteq.com

+48-789-392-482 Poland

+375-29-565-44-43 Belarus

+7-771-834-92-52 Kazakhstan
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